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Deliverables

Documents, reports (52)

Policy Brief-second year
Policy Brief-second year

Working paper on new creditors
Working paper on new creditors
Report on data gathering workshop focusing on coordinating methods used by participants of GLOBE

Working paper on effectiveness of global governance

Individual Reports from Members of the Advisory Board and other experts and discussion during a workshop

Working paper on the potential of experimental governance and orchestration

Working paper on the case-study on the WTO

Minutes of 1st General Assembly Meeting

Elaboration and Presentation of Common Working Method Book

Minutes of 4th General Assembly Meeting

Working paper on corporations’ contribution to the fight against climate change

Submission of a journal article on global governance and innovative models

Submission of a journal article on methods for studying global governance

Working paper on the case-study on the UN Development policy

Working paper on targeted strategies

Working paper on building resilient and sustainable societies through global governance
Working paper on building resilient and sustainable societies through global governance

Working paper on the case study on European security architecture: NATO and OSCE

Future of Global Governance report, for the years 2030 and 2050

Preliminary Report on future global governance scenarios

EU Strategy Book

Submission of journal article on finance and global governance

Working paper on the links between security and migration

Policy Brief-first year

Minutes of 5th General Assembly Meeting

Working paper on the potential of informal intergovernmental governance and informal law making

Working paper on the mapping of trade and development global regimes and institutions

Minutes of Kick-off Meeting

Working paper on the mapping of climate change governance and narratives

Submission of a journal article on climate change and global governance
Submission of a journal article on trade and global governance
Submission of a journal article on trade and global governance

Working paper on overarching strategies
Working paper on overarching strategies

Minutes of 3rd General Assembly Meeting
Minutes of 3rd General Assembly Meeting to be held in M21 September 2020

Development, launch and maintenance of the GLOBE website
Development launch and maintenance of the GLOBE website

Working paper on case-study on the investment protection regime
Working paper on casestudy on the investment protection regime

Submission of a journal article on security and global governance
Submission of a journal article on security and global governance

Working paper on cross-cutting issues
Working paper on crosscutting issues

Working paper on conceptual framework for the WP3-8
Working paper on conceptual framework for the WP38

Working paper on the impact of global finance on states and other stakeholders
Working paper on the impact of global finance on states and other stakeholders

Submission of a journal article on global governance and cross-cutting issues
Submission of a journal article on global governance and cross cutting issues

Working paper on stocktaking and scenario-building
Working paper on stocktaking and scenariobuilding

Working paper on Developments in the Regulatory Governance of Global Finance
Working paper on Developments in the Regulatory Governance of Global Finance

Report on a discussion with EU stakeholders during a workshop
Report on a discussion with EU stakeholders during a workshop

Working paper on the case study of cyber governance
Working paper on the case study of cyber governance

Minutes of 2nd General Assembly Meeting
Minutes of 2nd General Assembly Meeting to be held in M14
Demonstrators, pilots, prototypes (5)

Data Management Plan
Data Management Plan

Establishment of a gender equality committee
Establishment of a gender equality committee

Questionnaire for IO representatives and other actors
Questionnaire for IO representatives and other actors

Evaluation and implementation plan
The Coordination Team will write up a GLOBE Project Handbook, including a detailed work plan, guidelines for reporting, contact details, and guidelines for writing deliverables.

Communication, dissemination and exploitation strategy
Development and running of a MOOC (Massive Open Online Course)
Development and running of a MOOC Massive Open Online Course

Public Index of databases on Global Governance
Public Index of databases on Global Governance

Development, launch and maintenance of GLOBE's social media channels
Development launch and maintenance of GLOBEs social media channels

Open Research Data Pilot (1)

Creation of multiple big data-based indices and visualisations
Creation of multiple big databased indices and visualisations
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